The general framework of a time-dependent scale transformation as applied to non-relativistic time-dependent Schr!:idinger equations is described. The nature of the transformation is clarified by comparing it with a time-dependent translation and rotation. Particular attention is paid to the associated gauge transformation and the resulting harmonic inertial force. Corresponding classical results are also displayed. This work intends to pave the way for various applications to be presented in the subsequent papers of this series. § 1. Introduction
Linearly accelerating frames and rotating frames are familiar non-inertial frames in physics. They are related to the inertial frame by time-dependent translations and rotations. These coordinate transformations give rise to inertial forces; namely, ordinary linear inertial forces, Coriolis forces and centrifugal forces, which are frequently used to simplify certain problems, for instance, in the form of Larmor's theorem!) in atomic physics and spin dynamics. They are of conceptual importance, too. It goes without saying that linear inertial forces are pirectly related to the weak equivalence principle,2) and that reflections over Newton's rotating bucket has led Mach 3 ) to an important idea on the nature of inertia. Less fundamentally, a deeper understanding of a phenomenon may be achieved by viewing it from these non-inertial frames; physical interpretations of phenomena can differ drastically from those in the inertial frame.
Dilatations, or scale trarisformations, constitute another important class of coordinate transformations. Time-independent dilatations are already familiar in classical mechanics. Applied to Newton's equation of motion with a scale-invariant potential, namely, a potential which is a homogeneous function of position coordinates, they lead to the laws of 'mechanical similarity'4) such as Kepler's third law. Time-dependent dilatations are also used in some branches of physics, but they do not seem to have been investigated systematically in the context of quantum mechanics.
This series of papers is devoted to a detailed study of dilatations as applied to non-relativistic one-body quantum dynamics. It aims to elucidate the nature of dilatations against the background of the more familiar coordinate transformations mentioned above, to throw a new light on well-known facts and old problems, and hopefully to initiate a new way of solving certain problems and interpreting results. We have chosen the title quantum dynamics in order to emphasize that we are primarily interested in time-dependent Schr5dinger equations as dynamical equations governing the time-evolution of wave functions. We are not much concerned with the spectrum of a Hamiltonian H. The spectrum is not very useful when H depends on time except in adiabatic limi'ts. Even when H is time-independent, it does not immediately give the time-evolution of a generic wave function in a dosed form, although in principle it can. Moreover, Hamiltonian changes under a transformation to a non-inertial frame. In our approach the spectrum of the original Hamiltonian, if desired, may be found by Fourier-analyzing wave functions with respect to the Newtonian time, just as in the case of the path-integral approach. 5 )
The three kinds of coordinate transformations share an important property, not shared by any other kind, that they keep the form of time-dependent Schrodinger equations invariant as well as of Newton's equations of motion. This first paper of the series deals with the general framework paying particular attention to this covariance, the precise meaning of which is de:f.ined in the text. Its main objective is the systematic study of the general feature of dilatation applied to time-dependent Schrodinger equation. Since dilatations are closely related to translations to the extent that they might as well be called isotropic translations (admittedly this phrase does not make sense, but is suggestive), we give a detailed review of translations. We also review rotations in the form easy to compare with the other two transformations and to establish our notation for use in subsequent papers of this series. In § 2 we examine how a time-dependent Schrodinger equation is transformed under the three kinds of coordinate transformations and identify the respective inertial forces in the context of quantum dynamics. In § 3 the same tranformations are considered from the point of view of unitary transformations in the Hilbert space of wave functions. In § 4 it is noted that some of the characteristic features associated with the transformations are recognizable already in the classical context. The last section is devoted to more general coordinate transformations.
Subsequent papers of the series shall present applications of the three non-inertial frames to harmonic oscillators and related systems, as well as to anharmonic oscillators, vibrating boxes and so on; some of them have been briefly reported 6 ) with the emphasis on the equivalence theorem of a harmonic oscillator to a free particle. § 
Schrodinger equation in non-inertial frames
We consider the Schrodinger-Pauli equation
for a non-relativistic charged particle of spin s with an associated magnetic moment in an electromagnetic field described by an electromagnetic vector potential A and an external force field V. (The Zeeman energy coupling the magnetic moment to the magnetic field as well as the contribution of the electric scalar potential is included in V.) Accordingly the wave function ¢ is a (2s + I)-component spinor. ordinary (Gaussian) units.
Extended Galilean frame
As is well known Eq. (2'1) for a free particle (A= V=O) is Galilean covariant,7) that is, it retains its form if the wave function is appropriately gauge-transformed simultaneously with a Galilean coordinate transformation. This notion of covariance has been extended by Rosen 8 ), 9) to the case of an 'extended Galilean transformation' which would be motivated if the potential was of the form.
where R is an arbitrary function of time. It is a general time-dependent translation defined by r==-t and
Making use of %t = %r-w' P', P'r= P', w=R,
where the overdot denotes time differentiation and P' denotes the gradient with respect to x, and defining 
where fl) ==-P' -iA, and the arguments of A and V are understood to be (x + R( r), Or).
In Eq. (2'6) fl) is accompanied by the vector potential w, which has nothing to do with the electromagnetic vector potential, and being independent of x is obviously curl-free. One eliminates it as well as the last term of Eq. (2'6) by the following gauge transformation of the wave function:
where to is an arbitrarily chosen origin of time. The new wave function obeys
It has thus been shown that in the new frame of reference with coordinates (r, x), to be called the extended Galilean frame (EGF), the Schrodinger equation takes the usual form with the electromagnetic vector potential A(r, t) and the potential VCr, t) replaced by A(x+ R(r), r) and vex, r), respectively. This is Rosen's extended Gr1lilean covariance, which we have generalized to incorporate an external electromagnetic field. In the EGF potential v the last term -g. x represents the familiar linear ipertial force, the fact which may be called the equivalence principle in the context of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, and the second term -w· A represents the electric scalar potential induced by the motion of EGF with velocity w with respect to the inertial frame; this second term may equally be obtained by taking the non-relativistic limit of the Lorentz transformation of the electromagnetic potential.
Comoving frame
In this subsection we consider a transformation which would be motivated by a potential of the form
where a is an arbitrary positive function of time. (The reason of having the" prefactor a-2 will become clear by the end of this subsection.) It is the timedependent scale transformation, r == t and
x==r/a(t) . (2·10)
Making use of
where the overdot denotes time differentiation and P denotes the gradient with respect to x, and defining
where fD == P -iaA, and the arguments of A and V are understood to be
At first sight it would seem strange that the last term on the right-hand side is imaginary. It is traced back to the non-Hermitean term ia-1v· P originating from Eq. (2 ·11 there is nothing wrong with that equation, just as our Eq. (2°13) is not incorrect mathematically, since no interpretation <?f 'the wave function (N there is given in the book. It is, however, highly misleading. A careful application of the FoldyWouthuysen transformation leads to a Hermitean effective Hamiltonian, of course, as explained in any good textbook such as the one by Messiah. ll)] The similarity of Eq. (2 °15) to Eq. (2 ° 6) is obvious; v is the velocity with which the point with fixed x moves with respect to the inertial frame.
The effective time-dependent mass a 2 in the kinetic energy term may be eliminated by introducing the new time coordinate
where to is an arbitrarily chosen origin of time. The coordinates (x, r) are analogous to the co moving spatial coordinates and the conformal (or 'arc-parameter') time used in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology/2) where a would be the scale factor of the universe. For this reason we shall call them the comoving coordinates; they define the comoving frame (CF). If the potential was of the form (2°9) the comoving coordinates would be tied to the potential as it were, but they are not meant to comove with the particle. (One might prefer other phrase such as dilatating frame; it is just a matter of taste which to choose, but we find the above terminology rather suggestive.)
As in the previous subsection we eliminate the curl-free vector potential av by the gauge transformation 
[This is just our equation (2·20) 
Rotating frame
In many applications of a rotating frame its angular velocity is held fixed, but here we shall consider a general time-dependent rotation. In this subsection we work in the three-dimensional space for simplicity. Thus, we introduce an orthonormal . right-handed triad {elij=l, 2, 3} defining the inertial frame, and another triad {eit)ij =1,2, 3} which rotates with an arbitrary.instantaneous angular velocity Q(t),
where the· overdot denotes time differentiation, and to is an arbitrarily chosen origin of time. Each choice of Q defines a corresponding rotating frame (RF).
Since RF is particularly useful for a system with a cylindrical symmetry, this subsection shall be limited to the case of a spatially uniform magnetic field B(t). Accordingly the electromagnetic vector potential is taken to be
We shall however not impose any restriction on V. (The cylindr~cally symmetric electric field necessarily induced by B(t) is automatically taken into account by (2°28). An additional electric field may be incorporated into V.) The Hamiltonian is therefore of the form
where L=-irx 17r .
N ow we perform the coordinate transformation r= t and
and define the RF wave function ¢ as
where x stands for the triplet (Xl, X2, X3) and summation over a repeated index is understood. For brevity we introduce the notation
where Ejkl is the Levi-Civita completely antisymmetric symbol with E123=l, as well as (2°34) and so on. Here it is important to distinguish between Band B, say; the former is a vector which is a geometrical concept independent of a reference frame, while the latter merely stands for the triplet (BI, B 2 
. Unitary transformations
Each of the coordinate transformations described in the previous section may also be implemented as a time-dependent unitary transformation on the wave function
¢(r, t)= U t </J(r, t).
(3·1)
Since the generator of spatial translation is p= -iJ7r , the unitary operator corresponding to the transformation (2·5) and (2·7) to EGF is given by (3·2) where r acts as the generator of Galilean boost.
The unitary operator u(a) giving the dilatation (2·12) and (2·14) is found by integrating the identity which holds for any /, thus
ut(a)=exp[i(loga)D] , D=(r· p+ p. r)/2 . (3·3) (3·4)
Note that symmetrization has been performed to make the dilatation generator D Hermitean, which automatically produces the re-normalization factor of Eq. (2 ·14),
Hence the unitary operator corresponding to transformations (2 ·12), (2 ·14) and (2 ·18) to CF is given by
where Q is meant to read quadratic in r. As 
[r,D]=ir, [r,Q]=O, [p,D]=-ip, [p,Q]=-ir, [D,Q]=-2iQ,
where C stands for a vector operator (i.e., r, p or L), CF= C· el denotes its component with respect to the inertial frame. We have written xj'==r'eI instead of n. 9 ) in the context of coordinate transformations in classical mechanics with a scale-invariant potential, where he coup-ted three Galilean boosts, three space-translations, three rotations, one dilatation and one time-translation. However, time is merely a parameter in both quantum and classical mechanics, and there is no room for a generator of time-translation in the above algebra or the corresponding algebra of classical dynamical variables. One might consider the Hamiltonian (3'9) as the time-translation generator and try to incorporate it into the algebra. However the algebra will not in general close. The case A=O and V =a/r2 /2-f· r, where (J) and fare c-numbers, is an exception; twelve generators {r, p, L, D, Q, K}, where K =p2/2, form a Lie algebra. (It automatically contains H which is a linear combination of these generators.) . This algebra is characterized by Eq. (3'8) supplemented by the following commutation relations:
[When d=l=-3, the angular momentum L should be replaced by {LI"(=XIP,,-X,,P])} and (d 2 +3d+4)/2(=d +d +a(d -1)/2+ 1 + 1) generators form a Lie algebra.] An elevenparameter Lie group was noted by Rosen
(3'10)
A charged harmonic oscillator in a spatially uniform electromagnetic field with the magnetic field oriented along a constant directiorr,-ea say, is another exception. (3"12a) ·Ut U· 1 2 -z =-Zw -y"r-w"p, (3"12b) where for brevity we have omitted writing the explicit time-dependence of A and V, and 
U t HU=Z[p+ w-A(r+ R))2+ V(r+ R),

. $( =Z[p-A(r+ R))2+ V(r+ R)-w" A(r+ R)-
U t HU= ~ [p/a-A(ar))2+ V(ar)-ar"A(ar)+ a 2 Q+(il/a)D, -iU t U=(aa-a 2 )Q-(il/a)D $(= ~ [p/a-A(ar))2+ V(ar)-ar"A(ar)+ ~ aar2.
(3"14)
(3"15a) -iUtU=-Q"L, (3"17a) (3"17b) (3 "18) Note that C; is a component with respect to the inertial frame as before, while {ej} is the rotating frame defined by Eq. (2" 27). Therefore (3"19a) vCr)==: V(x;ej) + ~(JiX r)2, (3"19b) where (3"20) and Ii is defined similarly. This reproduces Eq. (2"36). where we have omitted a c-number term R· R -R2 12 in the first expression.
In this series of papers we prefer the language of spacetime coordinate transformations, because it is much easier to grasp intuitively than that of unitary transformations. § 4. Correspondence with classical mechanics Some of the characteristic features discussed in § 2 already appear in classical mechanics. It is perhaps best to examine the action integral
where the units are as in § 2; the usual units are restored by making the replacement I --4 11ft as well as those given below Eq. (2·1). Explicit time-dependence of A and V is allowed but shall not be written for brevity.
Extended Galilean transformation (2·3) gives
A curl-free vector potential w appears in the second term, which may be partially integrated to give where (4·3)
The integrated term e is recognized 9 ) to be identical to the phase factor in Eq. (2·7). This should be obvious from the point of view of the path-integral quantization. The transformation is also closely related to writing a virtual path (i.e., the integration variable) as the sum of the classical path and a (not-necessarily-small) fluctuation around it in path integration.
It is an elementary theorem that the contribution of a curl-free vector potential W(r, t), regardless of its origin, can be decomposed into an integrated term and an effective scalar potentIal. This is obvious because there is no magnetic field associated with it. To prove the theorem formally, one makes use of the curl-free property to define
A(r, t)= i r dr'· W(r', t),
where ro is an arbitrarily fixed reference point, and computes
dA/dt=r· W+(}), (})=-irdr'. Y(r', t),
where y=-aw/at is the electric field, to find fdtr. W=A -fdtflJ.
Equation (4·3) is a special case of this theorem; it is a trivial case of W being a constant. We shall encounter a less trivial case in the discussion of dilatation below. 
PEGF=X+A(x+R) ,
.
3CEGF= ~ [PEGF-A(x+ R)]2+ v(x).
(4·Sb)
In the case of dilatation (2;10), we find
L= ~ (ax+ ax)2+(ax+ ax)·A(ax)-V(ax)
Again a curl-free vector potential aax appears in the second term. Its partial integration leads to (4'14a) (4'14b) Note that ${CF is different from $( given by Eq. (3·16) in that the former is conjugate to the scaled time r while the latter is to the Newtonian time t.
When the spatial dimension is three and A is specialized to (2'28), transformation (2'30) to RF gives Correspondence with classical mechanics may also be studied starting from classical equations of motion (CEM) in the inertial frame. Although this approach gives inertial forces most directly, it would reveal the correspondence only partially, since the integrated term e of the action is irrelevant to CEM. However, it is interesting to look at CEM from Cartan's geometrical point of view. 15 ) Thus we consider the CEM r=E+ r XB, E=-f7rV-oA/ot, B=f7rxA,
in the inertial frame in the three-dimensional space. Introducing an affine parameter 6( i:x t) and the notation (4 ·19) where {eJ} is the triad defining the inertial frame, we may rewrite the CEM in the form of the geodesic equation As an aside let us calculate the Riemann curvature tensor, which would be needed to study geodesic deviations (tidal forces) in the Newtonian spacetime endowed with connection (4·21), If an additional condition of symmetry rafii=ra-jp is imposed, the non-vanishing components of the curvature tensor are found from the RiemannChristoffel formula,17)
The non-vanishing components of the corresponding Ricci tensor are
The CF components follow from the tensorial transformation law analogous to Eq.
(4·28). They involve d through v but do not involve a. § 
Comments on general non-inertial frames
The coordinate transformations considered in this paper are of the form
where g( is a rotation matrix. It is fairly obvious that these are the only coordi~ate transformations under which the Schrodinger equation is covariant. . In fact transformation r= rCt, r) is not allowed because it would imply (5·2) which would give rise to terms involving (a/ar)f7 and (a/ar)2 when it was substituted into the Laplacian. A general linear transformation (5·3) would produce a time-dependent effective mass tensor, that is, the kinetic energy term would become either anisotropic or non-diagonal. A non-linear transformation of position coordinates would make the effective mass tensor depend on position as well. It is also easy to see that transformations (5 ·1) are the only ones under which CEM is covariant.
Nevertheless it might be of some interest to relax the requirement of strict covariance and consider a transformation non-linear in position coordinates. At the same time we might as well treat a non-linear Schrodinger equation, be it regarded as a classical field equation or as a genuine non-linear generalization 18 ) of quantum mechanics. For simplicity we shall consider the one-dimensional case. Rather than repeating a calculation similar to those of § 2 we shall work with the action integral whose variation gives the Schrodinger equation. Thus we consider where Re denotes the real part, r denotes the one-dimensional Cartesian coordinate, the argument of if; is (r, t), the overdot and the prime denote partial differentiation with respect to t and r, respectively, and C{l represents non-linear terms as well as the usual potential term vi if; 12. In the following we shall omit writing the explicit 
where
W(x, r)=-if;[X-1(x, t(r», t(r)].
(5·8)
We have assumed that .i and X' are positive without loss of generality, since they cannot vanish for transformation (5·5) to be invertibe 
where the integration is to be performed with r fixed. The result is (5·12) where {X; r}==X"'/X'-(3/2)(X"/X')2 is the Schwarzian derivative. 19 ) We have not found a deeper reason, if any, of the appearance of this derivative. For transformations to EGF and CF, the results of § 2 are reproduced by the above formulae. It is yet to be seen whether or not there is any use of them in more general cases.
